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R E P O R T  ON R E S E A R C H  P R O J E C T  O S M - R 2  
U S E  OF S T A T I S T I C A L  SAMPLING T E C H N I Q U E S
IN
U N I T E D  S T A T E S  ARMY AUDIT A G E N C Y  
AUDIT A C T I V I T I E S
Headquarters
UNITED STATES ARMY AUDIT AGENCY 
Washington 25, D. C .
ARAUD-S
MEMORANDUM FOR: DEPUTY CHIEF, U. S. ARMY AUDIT AGENCY
SUBJECT: Report on Research Project OSM-R2
Use of Statistical Sampling Techniques in USAAA Audit Activities
1 . AUTHORITY, PURPOSE AND GENERAL NATURE.
a . In accordance with assigned responsibilities outlined in Section 
101-3 of the USAAA Manual, the Office of Staff Management presents its report on 
Research Project OSM-R2 previously approved by your o f f ic e  and initiated to deter­
mine the applicability of statistical sampling procedures to U. S. Army Audit Agency 
audits .
b. The project, which involved field audit activity at the Brooklyn Army 
Terminal, was conducted in the New York Region during July and August 1958 with the 
predominate use of Staff Management personnel and the services of a statistician as a 
consultant.
c . Significant audit findings resulting from the project are set forth in 
Exhihit A and have been discussed with the Commanding General, USATTCA, at exit 
conferences held 3 and 5 November 1958. Recommendations for the U. S. Army Audit 
Agency are oultined in Paragraph 7 .
2 . STATISTICAL SAMPLING AS A USABLE TECHNIQUE.
a . The application of statistical sampling techniques in the pilot audit
at the Brooklyn Army Terminal led to observations and conclusions which are believed 
significant considering the specific conditions and circum stances surrounding the audit.
b . Such conclusions, which reflect comparisons with judgmental sampling 
and suggest areas of further application, are outlined below and are predicated upon 
data contained in other sections and attachments of this report.
(1) Advantages Over Judgmental Sampling:
(a) Manhour and dollar savings - The statistical sampling audit 
of dock receipts at the Brooklyn Army Terminal demonstrated a substantial reduction 
in audit testing tim e. The usual method of selecting transactions for audit, i . e . ,  
selecting a period considered representative of the entire group, would have entailed 
the expenditure of audit testing time substantially in excess of the manhours spent in 
auditing the statistically derived sample. The following tabulation illustrates the ex­
tent of such excess depending upon the period selected:
Period Selected No. of D.R. to be tested No. Times Statistical Sample of 391
(See Paragraph 5b)
Month 25000 64
Week 6000 15
Day 1500 4
The test also demonstrated a lack of direct relationship between increasing volume of
transactions and audit sample size when statistical methods are used. This precluded
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the tendency towards over sampling (without significant benefit to audit conclusions) 
which results from the use affixed percentages as a  basis for audit selection. For 
example, Page 1 of Exhibit Findicates that with a  3% sample size reliability, a group 
of 50,0 0 0  item s requires a  sample of 331, while 100,000 item s require a  sample of 
383 and 150,000 i tems require a  sample of 384. It became evident too that audit 
coverage could be afforded to relatively longer periods (involving many m ore tran s­
actions) with but insignificant increase in sample size.
(b) Validity of audit conclusions -  Through accepted scientific 
methods and comparison studies, it has been established that findings in a  statistically  
derived sample such as disclosed in this audit a re  representative of the m ass of tran s­
actions from which they are  drawn. Judgmental sampling, on the other hand, is in  
most instances representative of only the specific group ( i . e . ,  month, week or day) 
from which it is drawn. In the case of the Brooklyn Army Terminal audit, the sample 
findings were representative of all activities generating the dock receipts under many 
conditions (including seasonal and cargo variations). Based on scientifically proved 
Statistical formulas , i t  was considered valid to project those findings to all dock receipts 
and reach tenable conclusions without further testing. Judgmental sampling, however, 
notwithstanding the greater expenditure of initial audit testing tim e, generally requires
extension of the audit if  deficiencies are found to occur, so that there is reasonable 
assurance of sound conclusions with respect to a ll transactions. Where few deficiencies
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axe encountered in the judgmental sample approach, there is usually no requirement 
for further testing to substantiate negative fundings, notwithstanding that the latter 
ar e as equally important as positive findings .
(c) Use of professional judgment -  The importance of exercising 
professional judgment in planning and performing an audit is greatly highlighted in the 
use of statistical sampling methods. With judgmental sampling, the audit program is 
frequently designed to afford adequate area coverage to permit disclosure of deficiencies 
in a  procedural or financial chain of activities. Such disclosures, if any, axe then 
subsequently evaluated for recurring or m aterial significance as a basis for deter­
mining need for further expenditure of audit testing tim e. In the statistical sampling 
approach, professional judgment is used in advance o f expending any time in audit 
testing. This is accomplished by developing the specific purpose for each audit pro­
gram  step, the effect o f  possible adverse findings and the identification of specific 
source data for audit verification. Where ever the possibility of certain adverse 
findings are believed to be relatively unimportant or portend a serious condition, a  
determination can be made in advance regarding the extent to which testing shall be 
undertaken in each case (considering the risks discussed in Paragraph c of Exhibit B). 
Thereafter negative or positive findings resulting from the appropriate sample can be 
used as a basis for formulating over-all conclusions without further extension of the 
same te st. Such approach has been observed to discipline or condition an auditor’s
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thinking in term s of the specific areas to be audited rather than to encourage reliance 
upon "general” approach and prior experience attitudes. In the case of the Brooklyn 
Army Term inal, areas initially proposed for audit as a means of "evaluating internal 
control" or " evidencing proper payment” were subsequently eliminated or combined 
after further advance analysis indicated that such objectives would be effectively 
satisfied by other specific te s ts .
(d) Effective utilization of staff -  Staff capabilities from a 
technical and physical viewpoint are  utilized to a much greater extent in an audit 
involving statistical sampling techniques. By the very nature of its methods and 
precise requirements, the statistical sampling audit precludes the introduction of 
staff auditor's personal biases (conscious or subconscious) regarding selection of 
types and number of audit documents, extent and sequence of testing each such docu­
ment, and method of recording and identifying findings. This preclusion of personal 
biases, however, was observed to have no mitigating effect upon the auditor's 
astuteness or professional proficiency in noting and tracing deficiencies. The auditors 
were also in a position to devote all of their efforts to technical appraisals rather 
than be concerned with recording much summary data in substantiation of the adequacy 
of their selection. From  a physical viewpoint, the Brooklyn Army Terminal audit 
established a  very desirable degree of flexibility in the use and interchange of staff 
auditors during the process of the audit. It was possible for example to substitute new
audit personnel at various points in the audit without disrupting the predetermined
audit plans or necessitating more than a bare minimum of indoctrination tim e. Such
-  5  -
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indoctrination did not necessitate providing a complete background in BART operations 
which would have been necessary if the auditor was to intelligently and effectively use 
judgmental sampling.
(2) Feasible Uses of Statistical Sampling Techniques.
(a) Internal audit -  Statistical sampling techniques are believed
to have applicability in all internal audit areas involving large volumes of data, particu­
larly  inventories, pay, and sundry accounting documentation. Aside from the advan­
tages enumerated under Paragraph 2a(1) above, audits performed with statistical 
sampling techniques are particularly susceptible to consolidation of findings for 
periodic summary presentation to higher echelons. While this procedure can be 
followed with judgmental sampling audits, there may be some questions about the 
statistical (and as a result, technical) propriety of the summarized conclusions.
(b) Contract audit -  While the use of statistical sampling techniques 
appears to have less applicability is  the area of contract audit than in internal audit, 
prim arily because of the relatively sm aller field and the varying degrees of participa­
tion by the Government in a contractor's operations, the concept should have applica­
bility in larger organizations, particularly where the U . S. Army Audit Agency performs 
oh a residency basis. It may be pertinent to consider the possibility of obtaining con­
tractual or other type of mutual agreement between larger contractors and the Govern­
ment to determine disallowance of certain recurring expenses (e .g . ,  entertainment, 
sales, e tc .) based upon statistical sampling findings.
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(c) Lateral audits -  This area, perhaps more than any other, 
appears to lend itself most effectively to the use of statistical sampling techniques. 
Not only does the magnitude of operations and data render lateral type audits ideally 
suited to this concept, hut more significant is  its  typical dispersion of audit locations 
throughout the country o r world under the central direction of one supervisory group. 
It is  therefore desirable, indeed essential, that the findings in a ll regional areas he 
properly representative of local conditions and validly comparable fo r  consolidation 
a s Agency findings in operations on an Arm y-wide basis.
(d) Management areas -  The use of statistical sampling in  
areas related more specifically to current management determinations than to post 
verification of financial transactions is  within the potential realm  of this concept.
It is believed possible for example to utilize statistical sampling as a  method for 
Army and/or DOD officials to obtain any desired information involving nontechnical
 
appraisal of physical item s and activities where because of sheer magnitude,  complexity, or
 
dispersion itis not otherwise feasible or economical to accomplish.
 
3 . REASON FOR THE STATISTICAL SAMPLING TEST.
The growing interest evidenced by the accounting profession in statistical 
sampling as a  usable audit technique led the Offices of Staff Management in Head­
quarters and the New York Region to investigate the progress is  its use as reported
by professional and governmental organizations. It was learned that with the exception
-  7 -
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of applications made by the Air Force Auditor General’s Office and a  few public 
accounting firm s, the use of statistical sampling techniques has not yet reached 
the stage of "general acceptance" by the profession. However, committees to con­
sider the subject have been established by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, the New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants, and the 
Federal Government Accountants Association. Reports of beneficial results from  
the use of statistical sampling as an audit technique, the increasing amount of 
favorable literature on the subject and the mandate to the U. S. Army Audit Agency 
to employ " .  . .  the principles of selective sampling . . . through the examination 
of a  portion of the transactions involved." (See AR 36-5 , Paragraph 9), led the 
Office of Staff Management to conclude that a  practical application of statistical 
techniques to an audit situation should be attempted without further delay.
4 . SELECTION OF A TESTING AREA.
a . In order to derive maximum evaluation benefits from a  test audit in 
the shortest practicable tim e, certain prerequisites, which influenced the selection 
of an appropriate site , were established as follows;
(1) The existence of transactions or data subject to audit which are  
generated is  great volume and are  generally homogeneous in nature.
(2) The availability of capable auditors who possessed sufficient 
aggressiveness to participate in  a  pilot audit involving new techniques.
(3) The availability of an audit site which met prerequisite (1) and
- 8 -
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where a nonscheduled "audit" with possible "findings" would be accepted by command 
and would not interfere with normal audit,  schedules of the U . S . Army Audit Agency.
b . The prerequisites were satisifed at the Brooklyn Army Terminal in the 
New York Region, where i ts Office of Sta f Management had already conducted basic 
researc h in statistical sampling techniques, and where the U .S . Army Audit Agency
could benefit from the professional  consultant services of D r. Herbert Arkin, while 
on active duty as a  reserv e  Colonel. Of significance to the contemplated pilot audit 
was the annual volume of approximately 300,000 dock receipts which represented 
the basic source for further recordation within the accounting and reporting system  of 
the Brooklyn Army Term inal. The open-mindedness to improved management by BART 
personnel was also a  factor. While an appraisal of the dock receipt system  could 
provide valuable underlying information for other audit and management determinations 
(including comparisons with sim ilar Terminal operations at New Orleans and San 
Francisco), the testing thereof on m ore than a  token basis in  connection with other 
audit verifcations was not  previously feasible because of the prohibitive time considered 
necessary.
c . The staff of the Regional Office of Staff Management provided the ideal 
combination of capable field auditors who were adequately conversant with the back­
ground of statistical s ampling concepts and who also  took an active interest in its  
development. In addition, the use of OSM sta ff in  the field audit phase avoided dis­
ruption of personnel planning in scheduled audit operations of the New York Region.
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5 . PILOT AUDIT PLANNING.
a . The specific planning activities undertaken prior to field audit per­
formance are outlined in Exhibit B and covered an initial survey, development of 
statement of test objectives, determination of audit risk s, determination of sample 
size, and preparation of a  program of audit steps .
b . The foregoing data provided the necessary justification to accept 
1 January to 30 June 1958 as a  satisfactory period of operations from  which to sample 
All generated dock receipts and to select for audit an actual sample of 391 receipts 
from  the six-month aggregate of 147,000 (approximately 2 1 /2  tenths of one per cent 
of the total).
6 . AUDIT F INDINGS.
a . The pilot audit disclosed types of technical findings no different 
those which could be expected with the judgmental sampling approach, although
at far less cost, time and effort than the latter method. In addition, the validity of 
projecting the incidence and magnitude of such findings with statistical sampling 
techniques, permitted general appraisals to be presented for management considera­
tion concerning the over-all dock receipt system  and Terminal operations, with 
reasonable assurance of propriety.
b. Specific technical findings and general audit appraisals are  outlined 
in Exhibit A .
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EXHIBIT B
AUDIT PLANNING PROCEDURE
Brooklyn Army Terminal Statistical Sampling Audit
Programming for the audit from accounting and statistical points of view, 
took cognizance of the audit site and area (see paragraph 4b of the report) and desig­
nation of the participating personnel (see paragraph 4c of the report). The preaudit 
activities under this programming were procedurally segregated into the following 
phases:
a . Survey phase - The U. S. Army Audit Agency's permanent case  
files pertaining to the Brooklyn Army Term inal, including prior reports and work- 
papers were reviewed to establish the nature of the Agency's experience with BART 
and the type of findings previously disclosed. Following the determination that dock 
receipt activity had not been audited as a separate area, a limited field survey of 
BART's organization, procedures and controls incident to the generation of dock 
receipts, was conducted through review of fLow charts and records and by discussions 
with the accounting and operating personnel. The survey provided the information for 
specific audit objectives and permitted selection of a  suitable period to be audited as 
well as the elimination of extraneous data. It was accordingly concluded that dock 
receipts generated by the Term inal's export cargo loading operation during the period 
1 January to 30 June 1958 would satisfy the purpose of the test.
b. Statement of Objectives - Inasmuch as the dock receipt is the basic 
source for payments to com m ercial contractors for stevedore loading operations as 
well as for accounting and management reporting, it was necessary to establish the
Exhibit B
general validity of the dock receipt system as a basis for reliance in the generation 
of further data . However, since the use of statistical sampling techniques requires 
the identification of specific objectives and indication of purposes for the verification  
of data to be examined, detailed audit plans were prepared. Exhibit C indicates the 
various dock receipt areas considered important for review, the specific sampling 
objectives for each such area, the particular purpose of each test, and the applicable 
sources to be sampled.
c . Determination of Audit Risks -  Inherent in the use of statistical 
sampling techniques is a judgmental determination regarding the degree of over-all 
risk the auditor wishes to assume in assuring himself that findings derived from a 
sample test will actually be reflected in all the transactions (universe) subject to audit. 
This determination of over-all risk , which influences the size of a representative sample, 
is predicated upon three considerations. Of these the first is prior audit experience 
and knowledge of effectiveness of internal control which may permit the auditor to 
estim ate the maximum erro r rate , percentage-wise, in the specific areas being tested. 
The second is the degree of accuracy (reliability) with which the auditor wishes to 
assume that the erro r rate found in the sample will be reflective of the erro r rate which 
exists in all the transactions being audited. This is usually expressed as ’’plus or 
minus" a  given percentage, as for example, in case of a sample where a 5% erro r rate of 
a given kind was found to exist and where a  sample reliability of  2% had previously been 
determined, the actual erro r rate in all the transactions will fall between 3 and 7%.
This conclusion is based on scientifically proven and generally accepted statistical 
formulas which do not have to be further verified by the auditor. The
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third consideration is the degree of confidence (level) to be placed in the sample 
findings as assurance that the proportion of e rro rs  found will actually be found 
(within the percentage lim its previously referred to) to the same extent in all the 
transactions. A 95% or 99% confidence level therefore m eans that there are  95 or 
99 chances out of a  hundred that the sample erro r rate  will actually be between the 
previously determined percentage lim its, in all the transactions. Fo r the purposes 
of this pilot audit, considering the information gleaned during the survey phase, the 
maximum erro r rate was estimated at 10%, the sample reliability factor a t  3% and 
the confidence level a t 95%. Further explanation of this determination may be found 
in D r. Arkin’s  report attached as Exhibit E .
d. Sample Size Determination - The total number of dock receipts sub­
ject to audit during the six  month period 1 January to 30 June 1958 was approximately 
147,000. With assumed risks referred  to above, it was possible for D r. Arkin to 
recommend a  sample size of only 391 dock receipts (approximately 2 1 /2  tenths of 
one per cent of the total) predicated upon his developed table illustrated in Exhibit 
F . While the table actually requires a  sample of 384, seven additional dock receipts 
were considered necessary to compensate for the exclusion of any documents rep re­
senting cargo which was still on hand at the end of the period. The identification of 
the specific 391 dock receipts to be tested was obtained by reference to a table 
of random numbers (One Million Random Digits, Band Corporation, the Free P ress, 
1955), which listed equivalent serial numbers appearing on the dock receipts .
e . Audit Program - The audit objectives outlined in Exhibit C together 
with the foregoing information, provided the basis for adding to the audit program ,
- 3 -
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detailed steps designed to assu re proper and uniform conduct of the field audit. 
Exhibit D represents the audit program steps which w ere followed with resp ect to  
each specifically identified dock receipt.
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STATEMENT Of AU DI T  OBJECTIVES 
Brooklyn Army Terminal Statistical Sampling Audit
SPECIFIC AUDIT AREA
  Content of Dock Receipt:
1.  Port Reference Number
(PRN)
2, Elapsed time of cargo
held in port (critereon
AR 725-55, USATTCA 
Management Reports)
3. Checkers' signatures 
(receiving and stowing)
SAMPLING OBJECTIVES 
and REASONS
SAMPLING SOURCE
a . Missing documents - 
Why: (1) faulty filing (2) possible 
evidence of fraud (3) Inability to 
check out-turn report (short­
ages or damages noted at desti­
nation)
b. Duplicate documents (with
same content)- Why: (1)
multiple payments (2) Book 
records d egree with physical 
inventory (3) inaccurate opera­
tional management reports 
(ability to plan receipt and 
stowage of cargo)
Sailing journal 
Receipt journal 
Dock receipts in files
c. Verify existence of source 
documents - Why: (1) multiple 
payments (2) lapse of filing 
control (affixing improper source 
documents to dock receipts)
Excessive time in port - Why:
(1) Deviation from established 
time limit criteria affecting 
DOD plans (a) Port manage­
ment requires accurate infor­
mation.
M is s ing s ig n a tu r e s  -  W h y
(1) Control of authorized 
personnel (2) Fixing of responsi­
bility for losses and shortages
PRN Control Register (TC BAT 
Allocation list of PRN's 
(block numbers) Copies #2 and 
#7 of dock receipts in files
PRN Control Register (TC BAT 
66) Dock Receipts 
Source Documents
Age analysis report (Ran) 
Dock Receipts
File copy of dock receipt
SPECIFIC AUDIT AREA
4.  Number of packages 
(cargo)
5 . Weight & Cube (cargo)
6. Remarks (recorded 
notations of pertinence)
SAMPLING: OBJECTIVES 
and REASONS
Validate quantity received - 
Why: physical accountability 
for property (2) Basis for Re­
port of Survey or Out-turn re­
port - (Shortages)
Validate weight and cube - 
Why: (1) proper payment 
to stevedore contractor (2) 
storage and stowing planning 
by USSAT C A  
a. Establish extent of noted 
shortages and damages -Why: 
(I) Recoupment for shortages 
(2) Improper loading and re­
cording at depots.
Exhibit C
SAMPLING SOURCE
Dock Receipt 
Source document
Dock receipt 
Source document
Dock receipt
Report of survey (register 
of files)
b. Verify shipment control 
procedure -  Why: (1) prevent 
duplicate payment (2) prevent 
distortion of storage and stowage 
planning (3) prevent fraud and con­
cealing of shortages
7. Codes Test accuracy of coding - 
Why: (1) assure proper pay­
ment (2) assure accurate cost 
accounting (3) assure accurate 
reimbursement billing (4) MOV 
27 report propriety
Dock receipt
tab les
Stevedore contract 
Source document
Validity of dock receipt as a 
source document
1. Invoice payment Verify accuracy of contractor
activity report - Why: (1) CAR is 
basis for contractor invoicing and 
payment
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Dock receipt 
Source document 
Receipts journal 
Sailing journal
Contractor Activity Reports 
Manifests 
Dock receipts
EXHIBIT D
AUDIT PROGRAM STEPS
Brooklyn Army Terminal Statistical Sampling Audit
I. Auditor should be supplied with list of random numbers (see attached)
1. Initial list -  in numerical sequence.
2 . Supplementary list - in random sequence.
This list is to be used as replacement for voided or unused 
numbers only.
II. Audit Steps
1. Check each DR number to see if number was actually used 
by reference to PRN reg ister. If number was not used or
has been voided, use a new number from the supplementary 
list to replace original number. These supplementary 
numbers must be used in their random sequence.
2 . Missing Dock Receipts
a . Auditor will select only those documents corresponding 
to indicated Dr number, from file. Check file on either 
side for additional documents with same number.
If no documents are found
(1) Investigate to determine whether number was 
ever issued or not used. If voided, a number 
from the supplementary list will be used.
(2) If no Dock Receipt is found in the file, it should 
be recorded as missing. Before recording DR as 
missing, files in front and back of indicated number 
should he checked for misfiling.
(3) Existence of missing DR should be checked to sailing 
journal, receipt journal and contractor activity report 
to determine whether a  dock receipt was actually issued.
(4) If DR cannot be located, BART personnel should be requested 
to locate the document.
Exhibit D
(5) Control Sheet Entries
(a) Enter M for missing DR.
(b) In explanation column indicate any evidence 
that DR with that number was actually prepared.
(c) Determine dollar amount of contractor's charge 
and enter on control sheet.
(6) For each number for which a DR cannot ultimately 
be located, a random number will be taken from the 
supplementary list and a substitute DR chosen for the 
following audit steps only.
3 . Duplicate Dock Receipts
a . Check complete file for each number for duplicate 
dock receipt, If any are found:
(1) Check to determine whether duplicates are 2 different 
dock receipts with same number and does not result 
in duplicate billing.
(2) Check to determine whether duplicate DR with same 
number did result in double billing.
(3) Split Shipments
(a) Check to make certain that original dock receipt 
was converted to an (A) number and that there is 
not an original DR and a DR numbered with a suffix (A).
(4) Check Contractor Activity Report on all duplicates for 
double billing.
(5) Control Sheets
(a) Enter D for all duplicates regardless of type.
(b) Enter dollar amount of charge for duplications
showing both charges.
(c) Enter any explanation of duplications including state­
ments that numbers represent two different DR.
(d) Dollar Contractor Charges for duplicates which
charges cannot be located should be marked not available (N.A.).
- 2 -
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4. On Hand Check
a . Check all DR numbers against on hand cards in current file 
or report.
(1) If on hand cards exist for items marked shipped,  investigate 
reason.
(2) Record such cases on control sheet with explanation.
5.  Missing Source Documents
a . Check for original source document in file.
(1) If missing, request BART personnel to locate.
(2) Record fact that the source document is missing 
by entering M on control sheet.
(3) Record any explanation for missing document on control 
sheet,
6 , Lapsed Time
a . From  DR record the following information on the control 
sheet.
(1) Date received in port.
(2) Date loaded on V essel.
(3) Lapsed time (to be computed at end of audit).
7 . Missing Signatures
a . Check for existence of following signatures.
(1) Receiving
(2) Stowing
b. Record M for missing signatures.
8 . Date on Dock Receipt
a . Check DR against source document for the following.
- 3 -
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(1) Weight
(2) Cubage
(3) Number of packages
b. Enter any disparities on control sheet showing amount 
indicated on DR and in parenthesis the corrected amount.
c . Calculate effect on contractors charge if any, and enter actual 
charge and corrected charge (in parenthesis).
9 . Code on Dock Receipt
a . Check contractors activity code on Dock Receipt.
b. If disparity exists enter present and corrected code (in 
parenthesis) on work sheet.
c . Determine effect of erro rs in coding on contractors charge
and enter present charge and corrected charge (in parenthesis) 
on control sheet.
10. Shortages and Damage
a . Where shortage or damage is  indicated on DR enter S for 
Shortage and D for damage on control sheet.
11. Contractor Activity Report
a . Compare rate as per contract in effect at the time to 
rate used in CAR.
b . Compute effect of erro r rate on charges.
Record rate charged and corrected rate (in parenthesis).
c .  Compare code, weight and cube on DR with Contract 
Activity Report. Record any disparities showing data on 
CAR and that on DR (in parenthesis).
d. Compute effect of these erro rs charges showing charge on
CAR and corrected charge (in parenthesis).
-  4 -
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100,532
100,800
101,194
101,3 85
101,449
101,892
102, 256
102,749
103 , 082
104, 301, 
104, 428 
105,184 
105,712
105,096 
106,526 
108,190 
108,617 
108,717 
108,784 
109,218 
109,338109,421
l 09,903
140,383  
141 ,8 58
1 4 2 ,4 2 4
144,445
144,612
144,88l
145,083
145,612
146,073
146 ,482
147,522
148,890 
151 ,246 
151, 329 
151, 512
152,430 
152,626
Random Numbers 
January l  -  June 30, 1958
In itia l List
152,630
200,645 
201,193 
201,393 
202,135 
202,733 
203,002 
203,375 
204,763 
204, 818 
206,087 
206,317 
206,613 
206,759 
206,772 
206,902 
207,602 
208,101 
208 ,359 
209,030  
210,423 
210,501  
212,024 
213,555
213,317 
214 ,220 
214 ,789 
216,010 
217,288 
217,305 
217,378 
217,776
218 ,7 28  
2 2 0 ,821 
220,952 
220,953 
222,408 
223 ,6 29 
223,641 
223,997
224 ,145
224 ,787 
225,078 
225 ,420 
226,099 
226 ,318 
226,662  
228,230 
229,221 
229 ,285 
230,336 
230, 777 
231,071 
231,420 
234,449 
235,570 
236,080 
237,223 
238,425 
238,457 
241,181 
241,535 
241 ,6 80 
241 ,864 
241,951 
243,090 
243 ,884 
244,123  
244 ,187 
24 4 ,327 
245 ,3 46 
245,914 
245,993 
246 ,1 69 
246,340 
246 ,3 89 
246 , 820 
248,080 
248,744 
249,768
250,263
250,882
252 , 846
253,120
254,573
256 ,6 47
255 ,434
255,6 57
256 ,0 87
257 ,272
258,798
258 ,685
259,741
261,863 
262 ,3 52 
262,531 
262,747 
263 ,508 
263,666 
264, 216 
264 ,351 
264,395 
265,081 
265,132 
266,831 
267,019 
267,037 
267 ,2 3 0  
267,978 
268 ,327 
268 ,724 
263,025 
268 ,979 
269,367 
501,746 
502,011 
503,090 
502,900 
502,909
503,58 7
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Exhibit D
Random Numbers 
January 1 -  June 30 , 1958
Initial  List  Continued
-  6 -
504,504 531
522,684
540,417
540,566
545,022 
545, 406 
545,840 
546,607 
550 ,1 14 
5 50 ,926  
600,094 
600,505 
601,145
603,277
603,998
604,113
604 ,122
604,330
604,954 
605,562 
606,020 
607, 150 
609,517 
609,656
6X0,468
6X0,660
610,904
6X1,131
631,151
650 ,0 4 3
650,695
651,980
652,270
653,733
§53,737
654 ,524
6 5 4 ,878
655,222
655,351
655, 556 
655,600 
657,091 
682,120 
683,019
684,880
685, 880 
685,908
686, 557 
686,764
687,195
688, 006
700,848
703,663
705,103
705,224
705,725
707,040
709,284
710,433
710,805
711,975
712,989
713,303
713,330
713,419
713,844
714,351
714,927
715,545
716,921
716,925
717,045
717,062
750,656
751,684
752,538
752,573
752,722
752,746 
752 ,801
753,052
792,078
792,654
803,235
803,685
803,808
804,248
805, 767
805,835
823,099
824,636
824,964
848,379
848,697
849,516
851,367
Exhibit D
Random Number s
January 1 -  June 30, 1958 
Additional Number s fo r  In it ia l  l is t
100 ,889 
104,575
106,277 
106,904 
108,902  
140,281 
141,027 
141,4 53
142,356 
143,358 
143 ,784  
145 ,201  
11(6 ,050  
145 ,465 
145,535 
147,191 
147,891 
148 ,866  
150,849 
151,228 
201,861 
204,663 
204 , 843
205,636 
206,274 
206,489 
208,632 
211,942 
212,354 
213,204 
215,662 
215,872
216,150
216,226
217,641
219,381
219,942
220,296
224,003
224, 405
225,958
227, 528 
231, 864 
235,211 
246,362 
248,631 
251,556 
252,598 
252,876 
253,634 
254,l8 3  
255,220 
256,037 
257,218 
258,098 
258,434 
258,549 
258,758 
258,856
262, 529 
263,114 
264,l6 9  
264,350 
265,116
265,159
265,275
500,277
501,536
501,695
504, 011
505,595
520,813
520,862
522,206
540,741
547,174
550,191
602,085
603,350
603,526
603,595
6 03,855
605,317
630,353
630,941
630,987 
650,606
651,770
652,944
655,075
657,720
682,802
684,1 6 4
701,263
701,323
701,636
702,459
702,594
705, 357 
705,884 
706,700 
707,256 
708,617 
710,039 
711,911 
713,073 
713,21*8 
713,760 
714, 083 
715,386 
715,464 
716,026 
716,400 
751,870
752,285
752,580
753,068
790,465
791, 358 
806,052 
806,231 
823,556 
824,006 
843,103 
849,370 
849,387
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ExhibitDE
Random Numbers
January 1 -  Juno 30, 1958 
Additional Numbers for Supplementary Lis t
100,580 248,683 604, 115 652,832
602,578 208,195 213,477 223,775
843,055 709,509 228,716 791,499
710,097 267,991 259,620 268,341
215,054 236,547 715,178 687,999
716,826 221,497 211,099 500,591
652,125 205,631 235,563 682,137
140,257 260,601 238,621 238,083
268,335 255,683 224 ,7 l5 550,084
200,282 201,031 216,236 253,777
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EXHIBIT F
Brooklyn Army Terminal Statistical Sampling Audit
TABLES OF SAMPLES SIZES REQUIRED FOR SPECIFIED CONFIDENCE LEVELS AND 
RELIABILITY LIMITS FOR SAMPLING ATTRIBUTES IN FINITE POPULATIONS
FOR RANDOM SAMPLES ONLY
To be used only where expected error does not exceed 10%
Matter of Item s 
In Field Sampleize for Reliability of:1 %2%3%4% 5 % 10%
500
1,000
1, 500 
2,000
2, 500
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5 , 000
6, 000
7, 000
8, 000 
9,000
10,000
15,000
20, 000 
25,000 
50,000 
100,000
150, 000
200, 000
3233434
34
343
434
3434
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
35
35
35
35
95% Confidence level
1739
1854
1952044
2193
231b
2413
2497
2568
2809
29b7
3036
3233
3341
464
548
603
642
671
693
711
725
737
755
769
780
788
795
817
828
835
849
857
217
277
306
322
333
340
346
350
35b
357
361
36b
366
368
370
37b
377
378 
381 
383
384
385
151
178
189
195
199
201
203
205
206
207
208 
210 
210 
211 
211
213214
214
215
216
108
m
127
129
131
132
13134
134
135
135
136 
136 
136
136
137 
137
137
138 
138
Ex]
TABLE OF SAMPLE SIZES REQUIRED FOR SPECI FIED CONFIDENCE LEVELS AND
RELIABILITY limits for SAMPLING attributes in finite POPU LATION
for random samples only
To be used only where expected error does not exceed 10%
Number  of Items sample si ze for Reliability of:
In Field 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10%
99% Confidence Level
500 214 162 5b
1,000 400 273 193 57
1, 500 461 3 0 0 207 58
2,000 857 5oo 326 214 58
2, 500 937 526 326 219 59
3, 000 999 545 333 222 59
3 ,500 1049 56o 338 224 59
4 ,000 1090 571 342 226 59
4,500 1124 580 346 228 59
5,000 1153 5 88 349 229 59
6 , 000 2998 1199 599 353 231 59
7, 000 3229 123b 608 356 232 59
8,0 00 3427 1262 61$ 358 233 59
9, 000 3598 1285 620 360 234 60
10,000 3748 1303 62b 361 234 60
15,000 4203 1362 638 365 236 60
20 , 000 4612 1395 645 368 237 60
25,000 4835 1414 649 369 237 60
50, 000 5352 1455 659 372 239 60
1 0 0 , 000 5655 1477 662 373 239 6 0
TABLE o f  SAMPLE SIZES REQUIRED FOR SPECIFIED CONFIDENCE LEVELS AND 
RELIABILITY L IM ITS FOR SAMPLING ATTRIBUTES IN FINITE POPULATIONS
FOR RANDOM SAMPLES ONLY
To be  need only where expected error does not exceed 5%
Number  of Items 
In Field
500
1,000
1 ,500
2 , 0 0 0
2 , 5 0 0
3 ,0 0 0
3 , 5 0 0  
4 ,000
 4, 5 0 0
5,000
6,000
7, 000
8,000
9,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
50,000
100,000
Sample size for Reliability of:
1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10%
95% Confidence Level
238 144 93 64 18
313 169 102 68 18
350 119 106 70 18
9$b 371 184 108 70 18
1055 386 187 109 71 18
1134 396 190 no 71 18
1199 403 192 no 71 18
12$3 409 193 111 72 18
1298 414 194 111 72 18
1336 418 19S 111 72 18
1399 424 196 112 72 18
1447 428 197 112 72 18
m s 431 198 112 72 18
1517 434 198 113 72 18
1543 436 199 113 72 18
1626 443 200 113 73 18
1672 446 201 133 73 18
1700 448 201 113 73 18
1760 452 202 114 73 18
1791 b$b 202 114 73 18
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EXHIBIT p
TABLE OF SAMPLE SIZES REQUIRED FOR SPECIFIED CONFIDENCE LEVELS AND 
RELIABILITY LIMITS FOR SAMPLING ATTRIBUTES IN FINITE POPULATIONS
FOR RANDOM SAMPLES ONLY
To be used only where expected error does not exceed 5%
Number  of Items Sample Size for Reliab ility of:
In Field 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10%
99% Confidence Level
500 206 11*2 101 30
1,000 442 260 165 112 31
1,500 518 285 175 117 31
2,000 567 277 180 119 31
2,500 601 308 183 120 31
3,000 626 315 186 121 31
3,500 1661 645 317 187 122 31
4 ,000 1766 660 323 188 123 31
4 ,500 1858 673 326 189 123 31
5,000 1938 633 328 190 123 31
6,000 2071 699 332 191 124 31
7,000 2179 71 335 192 124 31
8,000 2267 720 337 193 125 32
9,000 2341 727 338 193 125 32
10,000 2403 733 340 194 125 32
15,000 2612 751 343 195 125 32
20,000 2731 761 31*5 196 126 32
25,000 2808 767 347 196 126 32
50,000 2775 779 347 177 126 32
100,000 3066 785 350 177 126 32
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